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1. Who is the British Commander that made provision for good housing for his men and 
warned them against exposure to sun?

     	      Mcwilliam

     	--->> Lugard

     	      Lumpkin

     	      Leigh

2. Sanitary reforms commenced and by 1877, the appointment of the first Inspector of 
Nuisances was _________.

     	      Registered

     	      Enacted

     	--->> Gazetted

     	      Coded

3. _______ is regarded as the Father of Public Health in Nigeria.

     	      Prof Kuti

     	--->> Dr. Oluwole

     	      Dr. Lucas

     	      Dr.Bekie

4. History of public health in Nigeria can be traced to which century?

     	      16th century

     	      17th century

     	      18th century

     	--->> 19th century

5. One of the following is not a unique function of public health.
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     	      Assessment   or diagnosis of community health problems

     	      Policy development

     	      Assurance which is similar to treatment

     	--->> Essentials

6. In Lagos (1897), the penalty stipulated against anyone who contravened the 
regulation that Ã¢â‚¬Å“Bucket content

     	--->> 5 pounds

     	      5 naira

     	      5 dollars

     	      5 rupees

7. Where did Lugard as the Commander of the West African frontier force set up his 
Headquaters?

     	      Lagos

     	      Calabar

     	--->> Lokoja

     	      Abuja

8. White settlers were those that the history of public health can be traced to. However, 
their primary aim were threefold except __________.

     	      Colonize

     	      Trade

     	--->> Bring PHC

     	      Act as missionaries

9. What was the reason why every where the Europeans settled in Nigeria, they lived in 
reservations?

     	--->> Health

     	      Missionary

     	      Trade
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     	      Religion

10. The following are the purposes of communication are except __________.

     	--->> To gather people

     	      To change behavior of people

     	      To adopt healthy behavior

     	      To improve and maintain health
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